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A silver tree vine is already very difficult to deal with. 

However, no one expected that in the blink of an eye, a dozen more equally powerful 

silver vines would appear. 

The burly man just shook his head and was stabbed to a bloody pulp and riddled with 

wounds. 

”How could…” 

The burly man stared in disbelief. 

He thought that the silver tree vine he was dealing with was the monster’s most 

powerful method, but he didn’t expect that it was just a small test. 

What kind of monster is this? 

Why is it so powerful? ! 

More than a dozen silver tree vines, like tentacles, lifted the burly man into the air, and 

then gave a sudden force. 

”Kacha!” 

The burly man’s body fell apart instantly. 

Large amounts of blood spurted out and fell to the ground together with the broken 

corpses. 

Unlike the previous draining of blood, the silver tree vine’s behavior this time was more 

like establishing its authority. 

”No!!” 



Kevin Snow’s eyes widened and he was filled with resentment. 

Seeing his sixth junior brother being torn into pieces alive, he had completely lost his 

mind at this moment. 

Regardless, he just charged forward with the knife. 

”Die!” 

Kevin Snow roared angrily, waving the long knife incessantly. 

A series of sharp white sword lights swept towards the silver tree vines like a violent 

storm. 

”Clang, clang, clang…” 

accompanied by a sound of gold and iron clashing. 

Under Kevin Snow’s fierce attack, more than a dozen silver tree vines were killed and 

retreated. 

Regardless of his cultivation, sword skills, or weapons, Kevin Snow was far superior to 

the burly man who was dismembered. 

Every strike of the sword contains powerful infuriating energy. 

The originally extremely tough silver tree vine was chopped by Kevin Snow, and soon 

gaps appeared. 

”Senior Brother! Let us help you!” 

Upon seeing this, the rest of the Golden Blade Sect disciples immediately swarmed 

over without saying a word and began to assist Kevin Snow in fighting against the Silver 

Tree Vine. 

They are all elites of the Golden Blade Sect, and they usually train together, so they 

cooperate very well and can share a lot of pressure from Kevin Snow. 



”Beast! I’m going to uproot you!” 

With the help of his junior brothers, Kevin Snow’s offensive became even more fierce. 

In the past, besides attacking, I had to consider my own safety, which was a bit 

constrained. 

Now, he doesn’t have any worries, he just attacks with all his strength and leaves the 

back to his junior brothers. 

Kevin Snow’s sword skills were very precise. He could cut through the silver tree vines 

with one sword. Then he would use two swords, three swords, and four swords to 

repeatedly inflict damage on the same gap. 

It’s inefficient, but very effective. 

Sure enough, Kevin Snow, with full firepower, quickly gained the upper hand. 

The silver vines began to be cut off one after another. 

After a few minutes, all the silver tree vines broke. 

The broken part bounced on the ground and refused to stop, fully demonstrating its 

strong vitality. 

”Huchi…huchi…” 

Kevin Snow gasped, his whole body covered in hot sweat. 

These silver tree vines are so tough that every blow he makes must be done with all his 

strength to cause damage. 

As a result, in just a few minutes, most of his energy was consumed. 

Fortunately, all the silver tree vines have been dealt with. If a dozen more ones pop up, 

he may not be able to deal with them. 



”Senior Brother, are you okay?” A disciple of the Golden Blade Sect asked with 

concern. 

”I’m fine.” 

Kevin Snow shook his head and quickly ordered: “Quick! Burn all these vines to prevent 

changes!” 

“Yes!” 

Several Golden Blade Sect disciples responded and immediately ran to move them. 

kerosene. 

However, the next second, a desperate scene happened. 

”Dong, dong, dong, dong, dong…” 

Along with a muffled sound, the ground began to shake. 

Countless gray tree vines suddenly broke out of the ground and shot straight into the 

sky. 

The number is densely packed, tens of thousands, countless! 

As soon as these gray tree vines appeared, they enveloped the entire camp. 

It was like making dumplings, trapping everyone inside. 

From a distance, it looks like a huge birdcage! 

”Dong, dong, dong…” 

The ground shook again, and a large number of silver tree vines suddenly shot out from 

the ground. 

At a glance, there are hundreds of them! 

”What?!” 



Seeing this scene, Kevin Snow was struck by lightning and stood stunned on the spot, 

his face full of horror. 

Cutting off more than a dozen tree vines had exhausted all his energy. 

Now, facing hundreds of silver tree vines and tens of thousands of gray tree vines, how 

should he resist? How to protect yourself? 

At this moment, not only Kevin Snow was shocked. 

Including all the disciples of the Golden Blade Sect, all the members of the Black 

Scorpion Team, and even Margaret’s escorts, they were all frightened by the scene 

before them. 

They never dreamed that there would be so many trees and vines. 

They all saw the battle scene of the Golden Blade Sect disciples just now. 

Although the gray tree vine is brittle, it is faster and stronger in attack. If you are not 

careful, it will be pierced through the body. 

Not to mention the silver tree vine, its speed and attack have doubled, and it has 

become extremely tough, making it difficult for swords to damage it. 

You have to be extremely careful when dealing with gray tree vines, and it is even more 

dangerous to deal with silver tree vines. 

This is still based on the fact that the number of tree vines is very small. 

But now, there are countless trees and vines all over the sky. 

Once they launch an attack, only death awaits them! 

The difference is just how quickly they die. 

”How could this happen? Why are there so many trees and vines?” 

”It’s over, it’s over! We’re dead now!” “ 



What kind of oasis is this? This is clearly hell!” 

”…” 

Looking around There are thousands of trees and vines, and most people are in 

despair. 

Everyone was wailing and terrified. 

They are now like fish on the chopping board and can only be slaughtered. 

”Don’t panic, everyone! Organize your troops immediately and prepare to break out!” 

Seeing that the situation was not good, Margaret quickly spoke out, trying to calm 

everyone’s emotions. 

However, as soon as she finished speaking, there was only a loud “dong” sound. 

A hundred-meter-long golden tree vine suddenly broke out of the ground and shot 

straight into the sky. 

This golden tree vine is as thick as a water tank, like a terrifying giant python, exuding 

terrifying spiritual energy fluctuations all over its body. 

Compared with the silver tree vine, it is more than a hundred times more powerful! 

After the golden tree vine broke through the ground, it looked down at everyone like a 

king looking down on the common people! 

 


